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Themyscira/Cry Havoc
1 Overview

Maxwell and Cyborg arrive on the docks of Themyscira and find the island under siege by its own people. Wonder Woman flies above scouring
the area and sees Cyborg and Maxwell, two men, on her island. She dive bombs Cyborg and yells at them to get off her island. Cyborg informs
Maxwell that Themyscira is an island for Women only and the two run inside a nearby structure. Safe from Wonder Woman's gaze, Cyborg
and Maxwell find Lennox waiting inside. He too having been attacked by his half-sister, is seeking shelter only to find a group of hostile
Amazonians. Not wanting to harm them, Maxwell and Cyborg must help him disable each of them so they can safely pass.
The three head into the Colosseum nearby, once again being sure to stay out of the open. There they find Hermes, hiding from Cerberus.
Maxwell must utilize Cyborg, Lennox and Hermes to defeat Cerberus - as Maxwell himself would never be able to harm the mythical creature.
Once returned to Hades - the four head up to level two of the Colosseum where Lennox, Hermes and Cyborg run into several Amazonians.
Maxwell provides an object that overcharges Cyborg and he releases an energy pulse and knocks them all out. The gang then head up to the
third floor where Ares is. Hermes and Lennox become evil and knock Cyborg and Maxwell through a wall and out onto the terrace of a nearby
building.
Cyborg notices Wonder Woman is near, but seems to not have seen. Maxwell distracts her and Cyborg uses a boomtube to telepor t behind
her, grab on and the two plummet onto the docks where they started. Maxwell jumps down and enters her Psyche. Once she's free, she flies
up to Ares, knocks him down and releases Hermes and Lennox. With Ares knocked out, Themyscira become peaceful and Wonder Woman
grants Maxwell freedom to walk among the Amazonians.

1.1 Cast of Characters








Maxwell
Wonder Woman (Dark)
Ares/War
Hermes (Ally)
Lennox (Ally)
Cyborg (Ally)
Cerberus

1.2 Memorable Moments





Fight alongside Cyborg to save Wonder Woman.
Assist Lennox and Hermes, who are attempting to restore order to a Themyscira under
siege by Ares.
Battle the mighty Cerberus.
Stay out of sight or feel the wrath of Wonder Woman.
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2 Mission Plan
2.1 Power Surge
Overcharge Cyborg to knockout the Amazonians.

Challenge:



Provide something to overcharge Cyborg with power.

Characters:




Maxwell
Cyborg



Provide Cyborg with a new power source that can give him power enough he needs to use his
pulse.
o Anything relating to power.



"If I can get more power, I could emit a pulse that would stun those Amazonians." - Cyborg

Solution Overview:

Hint Strategy:

Additional Information: Who is Lennox?
One of the many sons of Zeus, he lived for over eighty years, and he first
discovered his heritage during World War II, after surviving a German
bombing. He called that experience a "Baptism by Blitzkrieg". He later
fought during the same war.
Heavy smoker, he speaks with a strong accent and British slang. He
generally dresses with casual street clothes, like yellow jogging suits,
long trench coats and sport shoes, and has a golden chain around his
neck. He describes himself as "a man with the advantage", and makes
several reference about how "the wind" speaks to him and gives him
advices and information. This wind is later revealed to be another of
Zeus' children Siracca. Other than that, he comes across as being
generally confident but simple minded, zany and prone to jokes.
Lennox's skin has the same consistency of rock, which makes him almost invulnerable; at the same time, if hit with enough
strength, cracks are left in his body the same way scars normally would. He later explains that his powers consist in "organicrock" and even if cracked, he ends up healing with time.
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2.2 Hermes and Cerberus
Use Cyborg, Hermes and Lennox to defeat the three heads of Cerberus.

Challenge:



Send Cerberus back to Hades.

Characters:






Maxwell
Cyborg
Lennox
Hermes



Hermes and Head One
o Cerberus will only eat living meat, give Hermes something living so he can deliver it
to Cerberus using his super speed.
 A Living Thing
Lennox and Head Two
o Lennox could break the Teeth of the second head, if only he could get it to bite him.
Cover him in something that would provide flavor.
 Seasoning or Foods
Cyborg and Head Three
o Give Cyborg a device that emits music/sound/noise so that he can enhance it through
his sonic emitter to distract Cerberus.
With the Cerberus now whimpering from the sound, create something that can contain
Cerberus.
o Giant Cage
o Black Hole
o Pit
o Magic/Ethereal/Super Dog Collar or Leash



Solution Overview:




Hint Strategy:






TBD - Hermes
TBD - Lennox
TBD - Cyborg
TBD - Hermes

Additional Information: Cerberus
Cerberus is the ferocious three headed hell hound that guards the gates of Hades, the
ancient Greek underworld. Cerberus is the child of Echidna the mother of monster and
Typhon a giant even the Olympians feared. Cerberus only has an appetite only for live
meat and thus allow only the spirits of the dead to freely enter the Underworld, but
allow none to leave. Cerberus is Hades lord of the Underworld loyal watchdog, and
guarded the gates that granted access and exit to the Underworld.
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2.3 Wondering Woman
Distract Wonder Woman so that Cyborg can restrain her.

Challenge:



Distract Wonder Woman

Characters:





Maxwell
Wonder Woman
Cyborg



Provide something to Distract Her
o Men of any kind
o Any of the Olympian Gods
o Any of the Olympian Creatures
o Any of the Male Super Heroes
o Any of the Male Super Villains
o Fly up to her in an Invisible Jet
o Make Maxwell female and go interact/talk with her
Cybrog has got her - make him heavier so that he'll take her down with him.
o Make Cyborg heavier with Adjectives
o Attach some stuff to him (ala-Katamari)

Solution Overview:


Hint Strategy:



TBD
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